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An analogue of the classical Kelvin transform is defined for functions on the 
Heisenberg group. It is shown that this transform preserves the class of functions 
annihilated by the left-invariant sublaplacian. As an application, Maxwell’s 
classical construction of the harmonic polynomials is generalized to the Heisenberg 
group. 
The purpose of this article is to generalize the Kelvin transformation to 
the Heisenberg group H, and to apply it to Greiner’s theory of harmonic 
polynomials on H, [2, 51. In particular, we will give an independent 
construction of these harmonic polynomials by generalizing the classical 
method of Maxwell [ 1, p. 5 14, ff.]. 
We will consider the left-invariant, hypoelliptic differential operators L y 
on H,, whose fundamental solutions G, were found by Folland and Stein in 
[3 ]. We fix y and say that f is harmonic if LJ = 0. The existence of an 
inversion map h on H, (and on a larger class of groups) has been pointed 
out by Helgason [7, p. 601. h arises naturally in the representation theory of 
SU(n + 1, 1); it amounts to identifying H, with its orbit on the boundary of 
the unit ball in C”+’ and transferring to it the map z + -z. The Kelvin 
transformation K, corresponding to L, is then defined as KJ = (f 0 h)G, and 
carries harmonic functions to harmonic functions on H, - (e). 
The analogue of the Maxwell construction now associates to every right- 
invariant differential operator D on H, the function K,(DGJ which can be 
shown to be a polynomial. The proof that this gives all harmonic 
polynomials is different from the classical proof in ] 1] and is perhaps 
simpler: Instead of facts of algebraic geometry, which do not seem to 
generalize, it is based on analytic properties of hypoellipticity. 
Independently of the present work, Greiner and Koornwinder ]6] have 
also found a map preserving harmonic functions and essentially equivalent 
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with the Kelvin transformation, at least for the case y = 0. I am grateful to 
them for some interesting conversations on this subject. 
The generalization of the Kelvin transform to a more general class of 
groups and its connection with an underlying generalized conformal 
structure will be considered in a later article. 
1. THE KELVIN TRANSFORM 
H, is the group of all pairs (z, t) E 6” @ R with the operation 
(z, t)(z’, t’) = (z + z’, t + t’ + 2 Im z . Z’), 
where z = (z, ,..., z”), z . I’ = z, .F; + . . . + znFA, The identity element is 
e = (0,O). The group M = u(n) acts on H, by the automorphisms 
(z, t) + (mz, t); another group of automorphisms is given by the dilations 
(z, t) + (sz, s*t) (S > 0). A polynomial p = p(z, t) is said to be homogeneous 
of H-degree m if p(sz, s’t) = s”‘p(z, t). 
Let 6 be the Dirac distribution supported at e. If D is a left-invariant 
differential operator on H,, we have Df = D(f * S) = f * 06; by the usual 
abuse of language we write this as f * D. The right-invariant differential 
operators appear then in the form D *J The usual basis of left-invariant 
vector fields is given by 
A trivial calculation gives 
Under convolution Z,, 2, (1 < k < n) and T generate the algebra (2’ of all 
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distributions supported at e. (P( is isomorphic (resp. anti-isomorphic) with the 
algebra of right- (resp. left-) invariant differential operators on H,. The only 
non-trivial commutator relations among the generators are 
Z, * ?f, - Tk * Z, = 2iT (1 <k<n). (1.1) 
Let y be a real number different from +M, k(n + 2),..., fixed in the 
following. We set 
Following Greiner [5] we say that the polynomial p is harmonic if 
paL,=O. 
We note that, by (1. l), L, can also be written as 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where, with a notation that will be used throughout, 
n-y n+Y Cf=-, 
2 
p=,. (1.4) 
We define the function A on H, by 
A = 1 z /’ + if, (1.5) 
where /zI* = z . Z. Folland and Stein 13 1 proved that, with ci’= 
22-2n~ntlr(CI)~1r~)-l, 
G,= c,A~“A-~ (1.6) 
is a fundamental solution of L,, i.e., 
G,* L,=& (1.7) 
Adapting a formula of Helgason 17, p. 601 we define the map h on 
H, - iel by 
h(z, t) = (-z?‘, -rA - ‘A- ‘). Cl.81 
This is clearly an involution preserving the “unit sphere” 1z14 + t2 = 1, and 
onehasAoh=A-‘. 
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By easy computations one gets 
zi * z, = d,ik, q * z, = 0, t*Z,=iz;,. (1.9) 
A * z, = 0, A*Z,=22;,. (1.10) 
(z,i 0 h) * z, = ii- 2(2Zjz;, - aikA), 
(Fj 0 h) * z, = 0, (t 0 h) * Z, = -ifJ- 2. 
(1.11) 
The action of Z, on the same functions follows from the rule f * Z, = 
(f * Z,)). An easy consequence of these formulas is 
(f~h)*Z,=-A-‘J(f*Z,)~h+2z,(f*E)ohJ, (1.12) 
where 
E=xzz,Z, (1.13) 
is a kind of Euler operator. 
Applying the antiautomorphism f - T(x) = f(x ‘) of the convolution 
algebra to (1.9) and (l.lO), one gets the corresponding formulas for right- 
invariant operators, 
z, * zj= djk, z, * .Fi = 0, Z,* t=-i.Tk, (1.14) 
Z,*A=22;,, Z,*A=O, (1.15) 
and from these, 
Z,*(z,joh)=-A-‘~jk, 
Z, * (Ti 0 h) = 2fjz,A p2, Z,*(toh)=il-,Am2. 
(1.16) 
DEFINITION 1.1. The Kelvin transform of a function f defined on 
H, - (e) is given by 
KJ = cy ‘(f 0 h)G,. (1.17) 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For any C2-function on H, - (e) we have 
(K,f)*Ly=IAl-‘Ky(f*Ly). 
In particular, iff is harmonic, so is KJ 
ProoJ Use of (1.3) and the Leibniz rule for the operators Z,, 2, gives, 
for any u, v, 
(uv) * L, = (24 * LJV + (v * L,)u 
- x [(u * Z,>(v * 2,) + (v * Z,>(u * ZJ. 
k 
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Applying this to u = f 0 h, u = G, and using (1.12), an easy computation 
gives the result. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HARMONIC POLYNOMIALS 
Let 3 be the set of all harmonic polynomials on H,. We define a map 
p,:@+Rby 
PU,(D) = K,(D * GJ. (2-l) 
By Proposition 1.2. ,ui(D) is harmonic on H, - {e}. We will show by 
induction on the H-degree of D that it is a polynomial; this will also show 
(by continuity of the derivatives) that it is harmonic on all of H,. For the 
induction, because of (1. 1 ), we have to show only that if p = p,(D) is a 
polynomial, then so is ~~(2~ * D) = K,(Z, * K,(p)) and the analogous 
expression with Zk. Now, using Definition 1.1 we have 
K,(Z, * K,(P)) = ~,‘K,[(P 0 h)(Z, * GJ + (Z, * (P Q h))G,l 
and the formulas of Section 1 give 
qz, * K,(P)) = (n - Y) z;, P - 4P * Z,) + 22-,(E * P) (2.2) 
which is a polynomial. Similarly, 
K,(Zk * K,(P)) = @ + Y) zk P - A(P * z,> + 2z,(E * P), (2.3) 
finishing the proof. For later use we also write down the analogous formula 
for T; it can be obtained from (2.2) and (2.3) by using (l.l), or actually 
more easily, by direct calculation: 
K,(T* K,(p)) = i@T- aA)p + iA(p * E) - iA(p * E) +AZ(p * r). (2.4) 
We note next that the kernel of ,u, contains the left ideal 67 * L, of 67. In 
fact, the antiautomorphism f-x f(x) =f(x-i) applied to the equality 
G -y * L-, = 6 gives 
L,* G,=6 (2.5) 
which proves the statement. (The meaning of (2.5) is that G, is a 
fundamental solution for the right-invariant version of L, as well.) 
It is now possible to define a map 
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by setting 
P(D) = P,(D). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. p is a linear isomorphism preserving the H-degree and 
commuting with the action of M = U(n). 
Proof We define 
by setting 
v: ~4f/C7*L, 
V(P) = K,(P), * L,, 
where K,(p), denotes a regularization of K,(p) in the sense of [4], i.e., a 
distribution whose restriction to H, - {e} is equal to K,(p). By [4, p. 111 
such a regularization exists and is unique up to a summand in a; v is 
therefore well defined. 
We claim that v 0 p = id. In fact, suppose p = p,(D), that is, 
p = K,(D * GJ. Then K,p = D * G, on H, - {e}. But D * G, is also 
meaningful as a distribution on H,, since G, is locally integrable. Now 
(D*G,)*L,=D*a=D, since the convolution of distributions is 
associative once two of the factors have compact support. It follows that 
v(p) = D (mod 6Y * LJ, proving the claim. 
To prove that v is the inverse of p it suffices now to prove that v is 
injective. For this assume that v(p) = 0 for some p E W, i.e., 
((P 0 h) GJr * L, = 0. 
By the hypoellipticity [ 3] of L, it follows that (p 0 h)G, is a smooth function 
on H,. Applying h, it follows that pG; ’ is bounded at infinity. Hence p = 0. 
This proves that ,u is an isomorphism; the other statements are trivial. 
3. EXPLICIT FORMULAS 
In this section we will show that using Proposition 2.1, one can give an 
independent derivation of the formulas for harmonic polynomials on H, 
found by Greiner [ 5 1 and Dunk1 121. 
Let , i be the algebra of symmetric tensors over the Lie algebra of H,, 
i.e., the algebra of commutative polynomials in Z,, 2, ,..., Z,, 7: and let ,? be 
the symmetrization map 18, p. 3921, i.e., the linear extension of the map 
defined on products of Lie algebra elements by 
1(X, . ..x.,=~~xo(,’ * *.. * xo(p). 
. 0 
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It is clear that M = u(n) operates on ,P and that A commutes with the 
action of M; furthermore 1 preserves the H-degree. 
We define QY E .P by 
Qy = - x Zjzj + iyT. 
.i 
Then L, = A(Q,). We denote by Uk’ the space of polynomials in Zj, zj 
(1 <j < n) which are homogeneous of degree k (resp. Z) in the Zj-s (resp. 
Tj-s) and which are harmonic in the classical sense of C”= R’“. It is well 
known (see, e.g., 19, pp. 255-2591) that M acts on the Uk’-s by mutually 
inequivalent irreducible representations. 
Let (P(, denote the set of elements of homogeneous H-degree m in 0’. 
LEMMA 3.1. For all m > 0, 
Mm= @ P * L(Uk’) * L;, (3.1) 
ktltZr+2q=m 
(on the right hand side the exponents q and r denote powers with respect o 
convolution). 
Proof: First we note, writing ,Vh for the elements of homogeneous H- 
degree m in CY‘, that 
<5(,= @ PKk’Q:. (3.2) 
In fact, when y = 0 this is immediate from the classical fact that every 
polynomial on C” = R*” can be written in terms of invariant and harmonic 
polynomials. Since the linear span of QY and T is the same as that of Q, and 
T, the case of any y follows from the special case y = 0. 
Since (;%,,, = A(,Y,), the lemma will be proved if we show that 
0 l(PUk’Q;) = @ P * A(U”‘) * L’,. 
k+/+2r+Zq=m k+/t2r+2q=m 
We do this by induction on m. Using (1.1) and the fact that T is in the 
center, it follows by rearranging factors that, for any P E Uk’, A(7vPQ;) and 
T4 * n(P) * Ly’ differ only by an element of T * (rme2. This finishes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The direct sum 
@ 7-J * A(Uk’) 
k,l.q>O 
is a linear complement to A * L, in 67. Each T9 * n(Uk’) is characterized as 
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the unique subspace of M-type (k, I) and homogeneous H-degree k + I+ 2q in 
the sum. 
This corollary together with Proposition 2.1 shows that by setting 
P$’ =,u(ry * /qU”‘)) 
we have 
r= @ ,“y 
k,l.qZO 
and each ,9$’ is characterized as the unique subspace of ,,F of M-type (k, I) 
and homogeneous H-degree k + I + 24. 
In order to indentify these subspaces explicitly, let us denote by Vk’ the set 
of polynomials on H, which are independent of t, are harmonic (in the 
classical sense of 6” = R”) in z, , I, ,..., Z,, and are homogeneous of degree 
k (resp. /) in the variables z,~ (resp. Fj). Any element of Vk’ is obviously also 
harmonic in the H,-sense. Since Vk’ is of M-type (k, Z) and since its elements 
have homogeneous ~degree k + 1, it follows that ,S+$’ = Vk’. 
It is then clear from the definition of ,L that, defining f by F= 
K&T * K,(p)), we have 
F”r/’ = (i-p, 1 p E Vk’}. 
We computed p in Section 2; here we rewrite (2.4) using the expression 
S=iA=t+ilzl’ 
instead of A, in order to agree with the notation of 12 1 and [ 5 I: 
rf=(aS+/?S)f+(f*E)S+(f*E)S+(f*r)sS. (3.3) 
It follows from this that the elements of GFt’ are of the form f = r(S, L?)p 
with r = r(c, c) a homogeneous polynomial of degree q in i, c and with 
p E Vk’. Computing Tf for such A (3.3) gives (using the homogeneity of p 
and Euler’s identity) 
~f=([(a+I)S+(j+k)S]r(S,S)+S2r,(S,~)+~2r3(S,@}p. 
Hence 
where 
,2$‘= (r,(S, S)p) p E Vk’}, (3.4) 
r,(LO= (a+f)4t@+k)c+<2$+?$ 
4 
. 1. (3.5) 
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This formula implies by an easy induction the explicit formula 
(we use the notation (x)~ = x(x + 1) . . . (x + j - 1)) which, up to the unim- 
portant constant q!, is the Greiner function C~“‘5’“‘, in agreement with the 
formulas of Dunk1 [ 5 1. 
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